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DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
INVOLI TRACKER LEMAN
LEMAN is a fully independent Drone Tracker, equipped with its own GPS and its own battery.
Once configured and equipped with a SIM Card, it will start transmitting its position to the
INVOLI Server (which contains all Remote ID software). Once on a drone, it is possible to use it
to monitor the drone position on the I NVOLI.live display platform.

LEMAN is a lightweight independent 4G drone tracker which complies with the Remote
ID standard from ASTM (network remote identification).

INVOLI.live: REMOTE ID DISPLAY CLIENT
INVOLI.live BASIC is the platform that allows you to follow your tracker, to register yourself as a
drone operator,, to create a “drone profile” and pair your tracker to a drone profile. INVOLI.live
BASIC connects to the Remote ID environment developed by INVOLI to simply visualize remote
ID Drones operating in an area of interest - for this last feature it is not necessary to have a
tracker.

Further information on INVOLI.live are available on w
 ww.involi.com
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GETTING STARTED
INVOLI TRACKER LEMAN
A few steps are required to start using the LEMAN tracker:
1. Purchase of a SIM card to be installed in the tracker
2. Configuration of the APN into the tracker
3. Install the tracker over the drone and turn it on.
4. The tracker is transmitting its position to the INVOLI’s Remote ID infrastructure.
All these steps are detailed into the LEMAN user manual.
LEMAN trackers are available for purchase at w
 ww.involi.com website.

INVOLI.live: REMOTE ID DISPLAY CLIENT
When purchasing a LEMAN tracker, an INVOLI.live BASIC individual license is provided with it.
Simply go to the website https://www.involi.live and login with the user and password that have
been provided to you.
You will therefore be able to see your drone tracker and the position of drone trackers in the
area.
Moreover, INVOLI has installed over all Switzerland a network of air traffic receivers. The
positions of aircraft detected by the system are displayed as well into INVOLI.live providing you
with complete air traffic awareness.
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